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Abstract 

Radiative Pion capture in Light Nuclei by P. Tru6l (Physik

Institut der Universitat, Zurich, Switzerland) and H.W.Baer, 

J.A. Bistirlich, K.M. Crowe, N. de Botton (Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 

94720) 

New results from a high-resolution measurement of the photon 

f 11 ' d'" . 3. 6L · d 14 spectra 0 ow~ng ra ~at~ve p~on capture ~n He, ~ an N 

ar~ presented. The observed branching ratios to bound states 

are compared with theoretical calculations based on the im

pulse approximation. For the lp-shell nuclei excellent agree

ment is obtained, when shell model wavefunctions and a Hamil

tonian deduced from 'the fundamental process7r-p~n-y are used. 

For the 6Li (7r-,-y)6He (0+) and the 3 He (7r-,-y)3 H transitions we 

also test p~edictions using PCAC and soft-pion techniques, 

,.,h; ~h ('Ir" e~re('i.a] ly TPl e""'nt ; '1 ('t)mp?l.ri~(m to t-he p.YIlpri_

mentally observed Panofsky-ratio in 3He • Trcmsitions to 

higher excited states in the giant resonances region and into 

the continuum are also discussed. 
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Photonuclearreact:lon's have contributed much to our knowledge 

of nuclear structure. The most recent addition to the electro

magnetic probes is the negative pion, where one observed the 

radiative capture, 7r-N(A,Z)~N*(A,Z-l) in a large range of nuc

lei. The basic process, 7r-p.n~ is through its inverse, pion 

photoproduction near threshold sufficiently well known, that 

one may deduce from it an effective Hamiltonian for the inter-

. action, which can be used to calculate absorption on bound, , 

single protons in nuclei via the impulse-approximation. 

This Hamiltonian is given in the form (lJ 

" .,Q(' 0 rh'" r H'H· ~tti (It d;) ~ e. "";.,,) "t1-~ 'fe. (,t) 1A'1.~.e( + ~(~;~ .. ) (~:~) (\) 
.).'-

"C~~~~(~'~f) \-,t>~(~x~(){. E(~~1?(l£f)l b~.s) 
where ~. and r. are the nucleon spin and coordinate, t'. (-) 

J ""J J '" 
the isospin operator changing a proton into a neutron, k and or 

a!'£ t::e: p~oLon rnu:r.e:;,t.'..l!;l .:lilr] j?o1.al:':'::>d.i:lcn, c.r.d ~ a~d ¢~ ... C£) a~-= 
the pion momentum and wave function in the atomic orbit (n,l). 

The constants are given from the appropriate combination of thres

hold ~ultipola a~plitudes [2]. The transition rate between tne 

initial (J.M.) and 
~ ~ 

final (J ~f) nuclear states is given 

by 

~(\\ e~; -t) c: ~ ():\,+l; ().~~ I) ~ S ~ \ <""l~ tif ~ H"\t \ 1J1,'>ll. 
"iPf -

The first term in the effectiva Hamiltonian has been shown theo

retically (3] to introduce electric dipole transitions to knmvn 

collecti ve T = 1 (J7r=1 -,2 -) exci ta tion modes in ma.~s - 12 and -16 

systems. These transitions were experimentally observed [4J 

and qualitative agreement for the observed rates was found, 

when wavefunctions were used, which were representations of 

the SU(4) classification of giant resonances. Peaks corres

ponding to transitions to unresolved bound states in 12B and 

16N we~~ also s~en in the photon spectrum from radiative pion 
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,12 d 160 12 th 't 1 b h' capture ~n C an . For C e exper~men a ranc ~ng ratio 

is 0.091 ~ 0.009%(41, whereas the theoretical calculation with 

a nuclear wavefunction adapted to fit inelastic electron scat

tering formfactors, ~-decay ft-values and )-widths of the same 

levels or their analogs in l2c yields 0.105 ~ 0.035% (5). The 

good agreement, though limited through .inaccura te pionic X-ray 

widths and capture schedules encouraged us to extend our measure

ments to nuclei, where the separation of bound states is large 

enough, that they may be resolved with our instrument. Such 

cases are 3He , 6Li and l4N. The selection of 3He and 6Li is fur

ther favoured by the fact, that ls-capture, for which calcu

lations are felt to become less model dependent, gives the major 

contribution to the branching ratios as Z becomes ~mall. For 

3He and 6Li we also aim at testing predictions (61 based on 

PCAC and soft pion theorems, which relate the radiative pion 

'capture matrixelement through the elementary particle treat-

ment of nuclei to axial formfactors, which may then be com-

paI'ed to the ~=.:r.C quanti ties 3.ppearing in u-capture and j3-decay. 

This method essentially amounts to replacing the value of the 

constant A in the effective Hamiltoni~n by (a/4X)1/2gA/gvfx(1+b)(71, 
. . 

where a is the fine structure constant, 

gA/gV is ratio of the axial-vector to vector coupling constants 

for the nucleon, f the pion decay constant and b is a correction 1( 
term discu~sed in dot~il in re=ercnce (7]. 

The experiments were performed at the LBL-184" cyclotron. The 

experimental set-up is shown in ~igure 1. The heart of the 

e~periment is l800 -pairspectrometer using magnetostrictive

readout wirechambers as detectors for the electron-positron 
I 

pair. The resolution of this instrument is 2 MeV FWHM as 

demonstrated by the width of the 1(~3He~3H~ transition in 

Figure 2. The acceptance reaches a maximum value of 4.15*10-5 

near 130 MeV with a 3% radiation length gold convert~r and 

decreases approximately linearly to ~ero at 50 HeV photon 

energy. t','e used a 96% enriched 6 L:i.-target, a liquid 3He-tar

get cooled to 20 K and a liquid nitrogen target, The photon 
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f 3H 6L · d 14N . . F· 2 3 d spectra or e, ~ an are g1ven ~n ~gures , an 4. 

We now turn to a brief discussion of the experimental results 

for the transitions to bound states. 

3 He: 

The spectrum shows the transitions to the 3H~-final state 
2 

(line at 135.8 NeV) , to the H+n+~- and the p+n+n+~-continuum 

with endpoint energies of 129.8 and 127.7 MeV, respectively 

and the 3H+no final state with a uniform distribution of photon 

energies between 53 and 86 MeV from the decay nO~2~. 

The branching ratios for the three contributions in the above 

order are 6.5 ~ 0.8%, 7.4 ~ 1.7 % and 18.8. + 2.3 %, leaving 
-3 67.3 ~ 3.0 % for the nonradiative absorption modes n He~p+n+n 

and 2H+n in agreement with previous measurements yielding 

73.7 ±. 5.9 % (8]. For the determination of the Panofsky-ratio, 

defined by 

~ (tt- 3H~ ~ ~ \-\ rr<:) ') 

f6{U- 3Hc. -~ lH 't) (3) 

one need not to know the ~bsolute efficiency of the spectrom~

ter, since we intersperse our 3He-runs with calibration runs 

with a H2 -target, where the same quantity is measured in this 

case however known to an accuracy of 1.5 % from previous ex

periments (9]. the correspondi!!g IJhotoz: c;"lergies being 129.4 

. and 55 to 83 MeV. We find P(JHe ) = 2.89 ±. 0.15 in disagree

ment with an earlier measurement which found p(3He ) = 2.28 

±. 0.18 [10] . In order ',0 relate the observed branching 

ratios to transition rates calculated with help of expressions 

(1) and (2), we need to divide the theoretical rates by the 

total nuclear absorption rates, multiply with the fraction of 

pions absorbed from a given orbit and then sum incoherently 

over all contributions from the different Bohr orbits~ For 

.3He the relevant quantities are not known, so one- mus.: turn 

to the Panofsky-ratio for the c·omparison between theory and 

. ' 
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experiment. Theoretical calculations. to date are incomplete in 

the sense, that they only consider ls-capture, assuming that 

2p-capture contributes little or at least equally to radiative 

and mesonic capture, and· further consider only the dominant 

term in the effective Hamiltonian. An impulse approximation 

calculation for mesonic capture uses an effective Hamil'tonian 

of the form 

wh~re (a l -a3 ) is the difference of the singlet-triplet pion

nucleon scattering length and q is the nO-momentum. The resul-' 
-0 

. ting Panofsky-ratio is than conveniently expressed in terms of 

the equival~nt quantity in hydrogen (11]. 

\F\I(?r~;Q.CSL\VA;)I~v\!l. ~ . ~ (5) 
p(l\\e..') = P('H) It \FA{~1. .. e.~54\U;)/'3A\l.lfWl 1/\<".) 3l'~3) -

W is a kinematical factor ana FV ana FA are the vector and axial

vector formfactors taken at the momentum-transfers appropriate 

for radia ti 'Ie and mesonic capture .(W=1.108). v-Ti th E'V ~ lone 

can determine FA(q2) either from calculations using wavefunc ~ 
tions for the 3He _3H mirror states [11,12] or with FA(q2) from 

1 2", 3 [ ] its va ue at q = 0 as measured in H a-decay 13 . In the 
2 

latter case one takes u~ually the RGmC ~ari3tiGn with q ns 

the vector formfactor [14]. Both methods yield values 

I 2 \ 2 . 0.52 ~FA(q )gylgA ~ 0.55 and 3.·0( P~3.3 in good agreement 

with our experimental value. PCAC and soft pion te:hniques 

have been applied to both processes with the result P=2.20 

[15 J, or to radiative capture only with charge exchange cal

cula ted in the impulse epproxima tion obtaining P ~ 2.10 [6a, 16J • 

Considering the ,uncertaihtiers in the formfactors and the impulse

approxima tion calculat'ion of the mesonic capture a measurement of 
I 

I, -3 
the t0tal nuclear absorptiori rates or the n He scattering lengths 

is needed as well as a calculatipn including the full Hamil-
I 

tonian for the radiative ~apture before a decisive test on 

the two contribuhions to the Panofsky-ratio can be carried out 
I 
'" 



separately. 

6L , 
1.: 

/ 
-t~ -

The solid line in Figure 3a represents a fit to the spectrum 

containing the following contributions: a) Two lines at 134 
6 x + and 132.2 MeV correspond,~ng to the He-ground state (J =0 ) 

and the first exci'..:ed state at 1.8 !-leV (J
x'=2+), b) a "conti

nuum component associated wi th quasifree capture into' 

4He+n+n and 5He+n final states, c) excitations at 119, 112 

and 105 MeV described by Breit-W'igner forms. Evidence for 

these resonances is still statistically weak. The upper end 

of the spectrum separating the contributions to the bound 

states is shown in Figure 3b. In Table I we compare our 

experimental results for the branching ratios to, the theo-' 

. retical calculations using the impulse-approximation 

[5, 17) (IA) and the elementary particle treatment (6]. We 

fL1d that the Ln. r:"ombined with shell monel wavefunctions ad

justed to fit reactions involving the same transitions and 

tr..e nuclear radius gives excellent agr.eement with the ex

perimental rate (an average of all IA calculationi, excluding 

the one byVergados and Baer, where the p-shell harmonic 

oscillator shell parameter was adjusted to fit energy calcu

lations), gives R(theor.) = 0.319 ±. 0.044 compared to R(exp.) 

= 0.306 ±. 0.035 %, with the error in the theoretical number 

reflecting o.nly the uncertainties in -the pionic X-ray data. 

Since in th~se calculations all terms in the Hamiltonian were 

, considered and 2p-capture, which is shown to con tribu te abou!: 

30".tb to the total rate, is properlyac:coun ted for, we feel that 

this transition is a convincing test caserto establish radiative 

pion capture as a new tool for nuclear structure information 

(18,19] • The soft pion calculations, though valid only for 

Is-capture yield values about 20% higher than the IA. The cal

culations differ only in secondary aspects, such as the treat

ment of the distortion of the pi0nic wavefunctions due to strong 
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interaction and nuclear size, values of the formfactors, which 

are either taken from u-capture or from ~-decay. The highest 

value in Table I was obtained with a 35% additional correction 

to the soft-pion amplitu1e fromQ - contributions, nuclear 

intermediate states etc .. Our measurements in 6Li as well as 

in 3He indicate, that the corrections to the soft-pion 

amplitude are certainly smaller than estimated so far (71. 

The good agreement with IA calculations further indicates 

that exchange contribution maybe neglected. 

14N: 

The high neutron separation energy for the 13C+n+"Y-final state 

(8.2MeV) and the high excitation energy of the first excited 

state in l4c (6.1 MeV), permits one to completely resolve the 
14 

transition to the C ground state (E = 138 MeV). The 
"Y 

corresPQnding ~-decay matrixelement, given by the dominant pa~t 

cf t'!-.,:. effective: rlarilil:;(j~lial-' [or c:u..t.' l.cc;.ct.i.cn tak';:il a.t 

q2~o, exhibits the well known anomaly; log ft = 9 instead of 3 

for an allowed Gamow-Teller transition, ascribed to a fortuitous 

cancella tion. For radiative pion capture He have q2 =0. 98m! and 

also the additional terms in the Hamiltonian, so we would ex

pect the fortuitous cancellation to be removed to some ex-

tent. Indeed Vergados [;>01 using shell-modelwavefunctions 

precict:3 a branch1ng rv.t.i..o of 0.0077%, indicall.l.g that tae re

duction in the matrixelement is only a factor of 6 to 8 instead 

oflOOO if we compare to the 6Li-+6He-transition. Though the 

spectrum shows this transition to be present the eVQluation of 

.the branching ratio is complicated by the uncertain contri

butions from in-flight capture background. Assuming no in

flight background ,'aft all ',:e get an upper limit of 0.008%, 

assuming a constant background normalised to even~s ab~ve 
E =140 MeV we find 0.004 ~ 0.003% for the branching ratio in 

"Y 
reasonable agreement with the theoretical calculation. Just 

above the break-up threshold the photon spectrum is domina

ted by a peak corresponding to an excitation energy of 7.2 MeV . 

.. , 
" 
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Again shell-model wavefunction and IA with the Hamiltonian of 

equation (1) predict a dominant transition of strength 0.12% to 

the In = 2+-state at 7.01 MeV t20] to be compared with th~ ex

perimental value of 0.094 + 0.024 %. 

We now turn to a brief discussion of transitions ir.to the giant 

resonance rea ion and into tpe continuum. Though a reasonably good, 

average description of the continuum can be obtained with a 

simple pole model [21), which assumes quasifree capture on a 

proton, with average excitations of the recoil nucleus vary-

ing from 0 to 5 t-leV (see curves in Figures 2,3 and 4), it 

cannot be considered a satisfactory prescription to subtract the 

nonresonant background under the transitions to higher excited 

states. until a meaningful unified model treating resonances and 

quasifree capture is formulated only qualitative statements can 

be made. We find howeve'r again clear manifestation of collective 

excitation in l4c around 20.5 MeV (22.8 MeV in l4N). 

6 6 In Li only the peak around 112 MeV (about 23 MeV in He) could 

b 'd t' -t=' t'I 1 f t t ,6,. , '" 6B ['01 e ~ en ~_~C~ as an ana og 0 s a es seen ~n ~~ an~ e .v~. 

For 3He we findro statistical conclusive evidence for excitations 

in the A = 3 system. However the deviations from the simple pole 

model (Figure 2b) suggest a broad peak around 10 - 15 MeV exci

tation energy. Nhere a similar anomaly was found in the 
~ ~ .. 1 H(p,l)-He capture reaction L2~ , but without detailed con-

siderations of the final state interactions between the out

going neutron and the recoil nucleus, which is seen ~o modify 

th t 'd bl ' the 4!Ie and 2H :! f' 't e spec rum cons~ era y ~n case, a le ~n~ e 

conclusion cannot be reached. 
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Figure captions: 

Figure 1: The electron-positron pair spectrometer and range

telescope geometry. The trigger for an event was 

xl x x2 x 1[3 x is x (AxB) i x (AxB) k ' i t- k, k+l 

E'igure 2: . Photon spectrum from radia ti ve pion capture in 3He • 

The solid line is a pole model calculation (211. 

The imtrumental line shape causes the peak in 

the spectrum to appear 2 MeV lower than the photon 

energy. We therefore indicate break-up thresholds 

and the position of the 3He(x-,~)3H (g.s.) line 

shifted down by 2 MeV. 

a) Complete Spectrum 

b) Enlarged view of the upper end of the spectrum 

Figure 3: The 6Li(x-,~) photon spectrum in the 50 - 150 MeV 

region. Solid line: Fit described in the text 

matics 21 

Dash-dot-line: SHe + n + ~ phase-space, normalised 

to same number of photons a~ pole model 

Long-dashed line: Pole model of Dakhno and Pro-

'koshkin [211 

Figul.-e 4: Tn-= 141': (71"-, j') ,!")r.':''ton s!")Pctrum r~lwe'?'1 50 an~ 
150 MeV. 

Solid line: 'Pole model [211 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an accoun t of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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